
SEO Audit Checklist - instantly drive

more traffic to your site.
Compiled by the team at Convert-More.com, this checklist will help you to quickly

audit your website to make sure that you have all the basic requirements of good

search engine optimisation in place which will help you to increase traffic to your

website.

This list, although not exhaustive, provides a great reminder of the SEO essentials to

help you improve your rankings and conversions.



CONTENT

1. Title Tag Optimisation
Every page and blog post on your site should have an SEO-optimised title.  Your <title> tag appears

on Google search results and is the most prominent part of your page on the search result.

Putting your target keyword at the start of your title helps you gain favour in search engines.

Add modifiers such as ‘Buy’, ‘Guide’, ‘Review’, ‘Online’, ‘Offers ’ and ‘Cheap’ because it increases

visibility for long tail keywords.

☐ Title should accurately summarise your page content.

☐ Each page on your site should have a unique page title.

☐ Short and Sweet - 6 Words (under 60 characters).

☐ Use Numbers.

☐ Use Interesting Adjectives.

☐ Try Negative Words - ‘No’, ‘Without’ or ‘Stop’.

☐ Include the primary Keyword at the start.
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2. Meta Description
The <description> meta tag tells Google what your page's content is about. On Google Search Results

(SERPs), the meta description is displayed, along with the title and URL of the ranking pages as you

seen here:

The meta description serves 2 purposes: (i) For users to grasp a page's content before deciding to

click through from Google SERPs, (ii) For search engine crawlers like Googlebot to display it on the

search result.

If there is no meta description written, meaning it is empty, then Google will extract whatever content

from your page it thinks is relevant to a user's query and display it on the search result. So it is better

to have a well-crafted meta description optimised with keywords and call-to-action words to

maximise the full benefit of the meta description tag for SEO.

☐ Give an honest overview of what your page is about.

☐ Include your primary keyword.

☐ Keep under 160 characters.

☐ Create a unique meta description for each page and blog post.

3. URL Structure
The shorter and clearer your content’s URL structure is the more favorable it is to search engines.

☐ Include keyword.

☐ Length - the first 3-5 words carry more weight.

☐ Dates - don’t use them; they hurt your ranking.

☐ Security - ensure your website is secure (https).

☐ Special Characters - use hyphens (not underscores) and lowercase text.
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4. Use Heading Tags in Your Page Content
Heading tags help users navigate your content.  Multiple heading tags (H1, H2, H3, H4,H5, H6) help

emphasise important parts of your content and breaks up large chunks of text making it easier to

read.

Think of heading tags like an outline for your content. Each heading is used to convey main points

and sub-points of your topic.

☐ Add your primary keyword to H1 heading and some H2 headings

☐ Add you secondary keywords to H1 and H2

☐ Keep headings short and to the point.

☐ Use heading tags as an opportunity to leverage long-tail keywords.

5. Keyword Density

Keyword density is the number of keywords in relation to the number of text in a piece of content.

According to Yoast, the recommended keyword density is about 2.5 - 3%. So if your article has 1,000

words, 30 of those words should contain your target keywords (mixture of primary, secondary and

long tail).

The sooner your primary target keyword appears in your content, the sooner a search engine’s

crawlers can determine what your content is about. So make sure this is included in your intro

paragraph.

☐ Include your primary keyword in the intro text.

☐ 2.5-3% of the content should be a combination of related keywords.
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6. Related Keywords
Adding related keywords and phrases help give context to your content. Sprinkling these keyword

variations throughout your content will make sure it feels more relevant.

☐ Add words and phrases that are related to the topic you’re talking about.

7. Readability
Ensure you follow these concepts...

☐ Use short sentences of 3-4 lines.

☐ Write in an active voice.

☐ Use images every 75-100 words.

☐ Pick images that support content.

☐ Include call to actions.

☐ Subheadings - Utilize H1, H2 and H3 headings to separate important content and to make certain

content stand-out.

☐ Lists & Quotes - This gives the reader content that is easily scannable.

8. Video
Add a video to help increase time on site as users love videos.

Why use video?

☐ Videos help engagement - user’s sessions will be longer.

☐ Videos are becoming ever more popular on websites.

☐ Google owns Youtube!

☐ Sharing stories build trust - this will bring repeat users to your website.
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9. Image Optimisation
Use the "alt" attribute on your images. The "alt" attribute means alternative text for the image.  It helps

Google know what your images are about.  This can be a short, descriptive phrase about what your

image is Like "improve your seo guide","increase your conversion rate e-book".

Also name your images using keywords.  Avoid  using the generic, default file name like "DSc101.png".

Because they don't provide much information about your images.

☐ Use keywords in your filename.

☐ Use keywords in your alt text.

10. Internal Links
An internal link is a hyperlink from one webpage of your site to another page on the same site.

Googlebot uses internal links to find the pathway of a website. They literally go from one page to

another, trying to find all the pages on your site. So linking your pages (internal linking) provides that

crawlable site architecture for Google to find your content.

☐ Make sure your anchor text is natural - the idea is the link should be super relevant.

☐ Link deep within your site to pages that need a boost.

☐ Aim for around 3 to 4 internal links per 1500 words.

☐ Include keywords in the anchor text

☐ 2-3 internal links per page
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11. External Links
Ensure you use external links to build trust between both you and your reader as well as the search

engines.

☐ Consider the trustworthiness of the linking domain.

☐ The popularity of the linking page.

☐ The relevancy of the content between the source page and the target page.

12. Social Sharing
Add sharing bars to encourage users to share your content on social media. Search engines will rank

your page higher if it gets more shares, because they will assume that it is valuable content.
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TECHNICAL

1.  Set Up a Google Analytics and Google Search Console Account
Google Analytics and Google Search Console are free tools by google. Google Analytics will help you

to understand where your traffic comes from and how users are behaving on yoursite, Google

Search Console will help you to understand your performance on search results.

2.  Submit a Sitemap
Submit a sitemap to Google search console (and other search engines). A sitemap helps Google

find your content. A sitemap is actually an XML file, short for "extensible markup language". Which is a

method to display information on a site.

An XML sitemap makes it easier for Googlebot to access your website content and index your pages

and blog articles better. This will almost certainly boost SEO rankings.

3. Home pages running in parallel with and without the www
e.g. www.example.co.uk or  example.co.uk

Redirecting requests from a non-preferred hostname is important because search engines consider

URLs with and without “www” as two different websites, leading to duplicate content issues and

possible penalties. Once your preferred domain is set, a 301 redirect is needed for all traffic to your

non-preferred domain.

4. Assign canonical tags to the correct pages
If you have a website where people can access the same content via multiple URLs (e.g. via different

categories and tags), then it’s important to use canonical tags. These tell the search engines which

URL you would prefer people to see and which URL you would like Google to focus on for the purpose

of your tracking metrics.
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PAGE EXPERIENCE

1.  Improve Your Site Speed
Site Speed is how much time it takes for your site to load. A fast loading site is crucial for user

experience and search engine optimisation.

Google does not want to serve up web pages on its search results that have bad user experience.

Improving your site load time can drastically boost your SEO. No matter how well-optimised your

content is, a slow loading site will hurt your chances to get that content ranked and read by visitors.

2. Fix Any Broken Links (404 errors)
Broken links are dead pages on your site with the status code 404.   These occur either because a

page no longer exists or because the page was incorrectly linked to. Not only do broken links provide

a poor user experience, but they compromise a website’s integrity and interfere with Google’s ability

to crawl and access the site.

Make sure to 301 redirect every URL you changed to the new one. This will prevent a ton of headache

in the future.

3. Responsive design
It is essential to have a website with a responsive design that will look good

on any device and provide the same user experience, however the person has found your website

4. Clear navigation and logical site architecture
This will show visitors where they need to go next to access the information they want.

5. Mobile-friendly
Google is keen to enhance mobile users’ web experience by ensuring the content delivered on

mobiles is user-friendly, accessible and helps searchers find what they’re looking for quickly and

efficiently.
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Looking for More Help?
If you’re looking for some extra help out SEO audits will give you a detailed breakdown of what your

site does right and what needs improvement so you get more organic traffic and more conversions.

This SEO Audit is Perfect for You If...

- You want to optimise your website to get more leads from Google

- You want a personalised checklist that shows you exactly how to improve your search

rankings

- You’re struggling to outrank your competitors

- You want to know the true health status of your online presence

For more information visit http://www.convert-more.com/seo-audit/
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